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IN THE COURT OF SPECIAL RAILWAY MAGISTRATE, KAMRUP

C.R. CASE NO. 142c/12

State 

-Vs-

                                                          Md. Mukul Ali

PRESENT- Sri Devojyoti Bhuyan, Special Railway Magistrate 1st class, Guwahati

For the Prosecution ......... Sri Swatantra Kumar ............. Learned P.P/N.F.Rly/GHY

For the accused person ......... Sri Rinti Deka ……............. Learned Counsel 

Date of prosecution evidence- 03-10-16, 09-01-17 and 24-05-17 

Date of Argument ............ 12-06-2017

Date of Judgment ............ 23-06-2017

U/S 160(2) Railways Act, 1989

Judgment

1.    The case of the prosecution in brief is that on 11-04-2012 at about 18/15 hours one 
information was received from ASM/GC-6/GHY that one vehicle has broken the LC Gate 
No. ST-5 (South Side) of Bharalumukh in between KYQ to GHY station. Immediately SI/ 
R.K.Singh along with CB/A. Ali proceeded towards the LC Gate No. ST-5 at about 18/30 
hours. and on reaching the spot found south side gate barrier of ST-5 was completely 
damaged  and  one  vehicle  TATA  Truck  bearing  registration  no.  AS-01-Y-2085  was 
standing on the bottom of the broken gate barrier. The driver of the said vehicle was 
also present at the spot. On being asked to the driver of the vehicle stated that he was 
unable to control his vehicle as a result his vehicle dashed on the south side closed gate 
barrier of the LC Gate No. ST-5. He also disclosed that he was coming from Lokhara to 
Mackhowa with his vehicle. On being demanded the driver of said vehicle produced his 
Driving  License  No.  10509/NB/07/misc,  insurance  certificate  of  vehicle,  registration 
certificate and certificate of fitness of the vehicle (all are Xerox). Accordingly vehicle no. 
AS-01-Y-0285 along with key and all relevant dockets was seized by preparing proper 
seizure list in presence of witness. Further the driver also disclosed his name as Mukul 
Ali S/O Tohed Ali, Vill- Janorpar, Dampur, PS- Hajo, Dist- Kamrup Assam and the driver 
of the said vehicle was taken into custody. After completion of all legal formalities the 
accused person with seized vehicle and all relevant dockets brought to RPF post GHY 
and produce before the OC/RPF/GHY with a written complaint where OC/RPF/GHY(P) 
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registered  a  case  vide  no.  28/12  U/S  160(2)  Railways  Act  dated  11-04-2012  and 
endorsed to SI/RPF/GHY Sri B.K. Yadav to conduct enquiry and submit report. 

2.  After the completion of the enquiry of this case the enquiry officer (here-in after as 
E.O.) submitted the prosecution report against the accused person U/S 160(2) Railways 
Act (here-in after as R.A.). Finding a prima facie material this court took cognizance of 
the offence. After hearing both sides this court framed charge U/S 160(2) R.A. and the 
particulars of the offence were read over and explained to the accused person after 
furnishing the copies to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.     

3.  During trial to prove its case the prosecution examined 6 (six) numbers of witnesses 
namely  PW-1  Sri  Rakesh  Kr.  Singh;  PW-2  Sri  Rupeswar  Bora;  PW-3  Sri  Purna  Ch. 
Paikary; PW-4 Sri Dibakar Saikia; PW-5 Md. Ajbahar Ali and PW-6 Sri Binod Kr. Yadav as 
Prosecution witness. On the contrary the defence examined none.

4.  Heard the arguments of learned counsels on both sides. Gone through the evidence 
on record.

5.    Points for determination:

       Whether the accused person on 11-04-2012 dashed the south side barrier of 
Railway LC Gate No. ST-05, Bharalumukh which was closed to road traffic with vehicle 
no. AS-01-Y-2085 causing damage to it and committed offence U/S 160(2) R.A. or not?

6.   Discussion, Decision and Reason Thereof:

      Now let me at the outset, consider the evidence on record before  deciding the 
points for determination.

PW-1 in his evidence deposed that on 11-04-2012 while serving as SI/RPF/GHY at 
about 18/15 hours information was received from ASM/GC-6/GHY regarding breaking of 
LC Gate No. ST-5 by one road vehicle. Thereafter he attended there and found the south 
side  gate  barrier  was  in  damaged  condition  and  the  offending  vehicle  bearing 
registration no. AS-01-Y-2085 was detained near the gate. Then on asking the Gateman 
and the offending driver of the vehicle it could be learnt that the incident occurred as 
the  driver  was  unable  to  control  the  vehicle.  Thereafter  he  seized  (Exhibit  2)  the 
offending vehicle along its documents in presence of available witness and also seized 
(Exhibit 4) the train passing register from the Gateman which was again returned to his 
custody (Exhibit 3). Thereafter he took the driver of the vehicle into the custody and 
produced before the IPF/GHY with a written complaint (Exhibit  1). He identified the 
accused driver present in the court. During cross examination he stated that he has not 
seen the incident. He did not seize the damage gate barrier. He did not know which part 
of the vehicle got damaged due to the incident. He did not enquire about the incident to 
the eye witness at the place of occurrence or took as witness any local person in the 
seizure list near the place of occurrence. He denied the suggestion that on 11-04-2012 
the vehicle bearing registration no. AS-01-Y-2085 did not dash the LC Gate No.ST-5.   
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 PW-2 in his evidence deposed that on 11-04-2012 while serving as SSE/Signal/GHY 
at about 18/10 hours got information from ASM/GC-6/GHY regarding breaking of LC 
Gate No. ST-5 by one road vehicle. Thereafter he attended there and found the south 
side  gate  barrier  was  in  broken  condition.  Thereafter  the  offending  vehicle  bearing 
registration no. AS-01-Y-2085 detained near the gate was seized by RPF along with its 
documents where he put his signature [Exhibit 2(3)] in the seizure list as a witness. 
Then he conducted joint verification (Exhibit 7) of the gate with RPF and the RPF seized 
(Exhibit 6) the gate barrier which was again returned back to his custody (Exhibit 5). 
Thereafter  he accordingly  rectified  the gate.  He identified  the accused driver  in  the 
court. During cross examination he stated that he has not seen the incident and could 
know that the said vehicle has broken the gate barrier from the Station Master. He did 
not lodge the FIR regarding the incident.  

 PW-3 in his evidence deposed that on 11-04-2012 while serving as Gateman at LC 
Gate No. ST-5 and discharging his duty on that day from day 02:00 hrs to night 10:00 
hours at about 06:00 hours of the evening ASM/GC-6/GHY informed him for closing the 
gate for passing one light engine. Thereafter buzzing hooter and giving light signal while 
he was closing the gate one vehicle bearing registration no. AS-01-Y-2085 (TATA Truck) 
came and dashed the south line gate barrier thereby breaking it. Thereafter he detained 
the vehicle along with driver and informed the ASM/GC-6/GHY about the incident. Then 
he passed the train engine by using safety chain.  Thereafter signal  official  and RPF 
attended there. On interrogation to the driver of the vehicle by RPF he stated that the 
incident  took place as he hurriedly tried to pass the gate.  Thereafter  RPF took the 
accused driver along with them and seized vehicle. He identified the accused driver in 
the court. During cross examination he stated that he denied the suggestion that the 
time of incident deposed by him is false. The vehicle dashed the first barrier from the 
direction it was coming. His cabin located in the middle of both the sides of the barrier  
and there were speed breakers on both the side of LC Gate No. ST-5. The RPF attended 
the gate barrier after 01:30 to 02:00 hours. The RPF prepared some paper in the place 
of occurrence but he did not signed there. There was heavy traffic jam near the gate for  
the incident and also gathering of people. The collision took place with the upper portion 
of wind shield of the vehicle but he has not seen any damage in the vehicle. He could  
not say if the offending vehicle was 407 or not. He denied the suggestion that the driver 
did not tried to flee away from the spot after the incident. The gate was not completely 
closed during the incident and it was more than the length of 2 hands left for complete 
closing. He denied the suggestion that the vehicle bearing registration no. AS-01-Y-2085 
did not break the gate barrier of LC Gate NO. ST-5.   

PW-4 in  his  evidence  deposed  that  on  11-04-2012  while  serving  as  I/C 
SSE/Signal/GHY received an XR memo from ASM/GC-6/GHY regarding the breaking of 
LC Gate No. ST-5 at about 18/05 hours by one road vehicle. Thereafter he attended the 
gate  and found  the  south  line  gate  barrier  in  broken condition  and the  no.  of  the 
offending  vehicle  was AS-01-Y-2085.  Thereafter  he  engaged his  staff  for  restoration 
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work and lodged FIR (Exhibit 8) to RPF/GHY on the next day regarding the incident. 
During cross examination he stated that he has not seen the incident and could know 
about the incident from ASM/GC-6/GHY. He met RPF at the place of occurrence. He did 
not  see  if  any  paper  was  prepared  by  RPF at  place  of  occurrence.  He  denied  the 
suggestion that AS-01-Y-2085 was not a truck. The broken gate barrier was kept in the 
left side when he reached the place of occurrence and it was broken into two pieces 
from its middle portion. He lodged the FIR on the next date but did not mention the 
time of his lodging and delay for its lodging. He did not see any damaged in the vehicle  
due to the incident. He denied the suggestion that the vehicle bearing registration no. 
AS-01-Y-2085 did not dash the gate barrier as told by ASM/GC-6/GHY.  

  PW-5 in his evidence deposed that on 11-04-2012 while serving as CT/RPF/GHY on 
receiving information regarding breaking of LC Gate No. ST-5 he along with SI/RPF/GHY 
Sri R. K. Singh attended the gate and found the south side gate barrier was in broken 
condition and the offending vehicle was shown by the Gateman. On interrogation to the 
driver  of  the offending vehicle he stated that  while  the gate was in  the process of  
closing  he  tried  to  hurriedly  cross  the  gate  for  which  the  incident  occurred.  The 
registration no.  of  the offending vehicle  was AS-01-Y-2085.  Thereafter  SI/RPF R.  K. 
Singh seized the vehicle  in  his  presence along with SSE/Signal/GHY and he put his 
signature [Exhibit 2(4)] in the seizure list. Thereafter the vehicle along with the driver 
was brought to RPF post. He has seen the accused person in the court. During cross 
examination stated that he has not seen the incident. He denied the suggestion the 
Exhibit 2 was not prepared at the place of occurrence.  

 PW-6 in his evidence deposed that on 11-04-2012 information was received from 
ASM/GC-6/GHY that south side gate barrier of LC Gate No. ST-5 was broken by one road 
vehicle bearing registration no. AS-01-Y-2085. On getting the information at about 11/15 
hours SI/ R. K.Singh along with staff CT/Ajbahar Ali attended the spot and found the 
south side gate barrier in broken condition and the offending vehicle bearing registration 
no. AS-01-Y-2085 was found standing near the gate along with the driver. Thereafter SI/ 
R. K. Singh interrogated the driver namely Mukul Ali where he stated that while he was 
coming from Lokhra to Machkhowa and reach the LC Gate barrier where the hooter 
sound and the light was on and the gate barrier was gradually lowering down he tried to 
cross the barrier hurriedly and dashed the closed gate barrier. Thereafter SI/ R. K. Singh 
seized the vehicle and also seized train passing register from the on duty Gateman. 
Thereafter S.I. R. K. Singh produced the seized vehicle along with the driver before 
IPF/GHY  with  a  written  complaint  for  necessary  action.  In  this  regard  IPF/GHY 
registered a case vide no. 28/12 U/S 160(2) Railways Act and endorsed him for enquiry 
into the case. After receiving the case docket along with the seized vehicle and accused 
driver, he proceeded towards the place of occurrence and prepared sketch map (Exhibit 
13)  of  it.  Then  he  also  conducted  joint  verification  (Exhibit  7)  of  the  gate  with 
SE/Signal/GHY Sri Ruperswar Bora where it was found that the south side gate barrier 
was broken from its middle portion. He also seized (Exhibit 6) the broken gate barrier 
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which was returned back to the custody (Exhibit  5) of SE/Signal/Ghy. Thereafter he 
recorded  the  confessional  statement  (Exhibit  10)  of  accused  Mukul  Ali  where  he 
confessed his guilt. Thereafter he seized (Exhibit 11) the XR memo and SM’s diary from 
ASM/GC-6/GHY and returned back to his custody (Exhibit  12). He got examined the 
vehicle from MVI Kamrup and collected report (Exhibit 14) where there was mention of 
front side damaged and the vehicle to be mechanically in sound condition. Thereafter he 
recorded the statement of all the relevant PWs relating to the case. After completion of 
enquiry  finding  prima  facie  materials  against  the  accused  person  he  submitted 
Prosecution Report  (Exhibit  9) against  the accused person U/S 160(2) Railways Act. 
During cross  examination  he stated that  he has  not  seen the incident.  He has not 
examined any witness near the place of occurrence who has seen the incident. The gate 
was in fully closed condition during the occurrence. The gate barrier collided with the 
left side of the front of the vehicle. He has not pointed out clearly the portion from 
which the gate barrier was broken in the sketch map. The offending vehicle was found 
left  side  of  the  south  side  gate  barrier  when  R.  K.  Singh  attended  the  place  of 
occurrence. He has not showed the vehicle in Exhibit 13. There was a traffic point about 
100 meters away from the place of occurrence but he did not examine the traffic police 
regarding the incident.  He denied the suggestion that the traffic  point was not 100 
meters away from the place of occurrence. He denied the suggestion that no any vehicle 
can  move  speedily  with  speed  breaker  in  front  of  both  the  sides  of  the  gate.  He 
recorded the statement of the accused person in hindi. He denied the suggestion that 
the accused person did not understand Hindi and he has forcefully taken his signature in 
the statement. He denied the suggestion that the accused person has not confessed his 
guilt. There was no any independent witness present during the recording of statement 
of the accused person. He has not examined the MVI or figured him as the witness in  
the prosecution report. He denied the suggestion that the vehicle bearing registration 
no. AS-01-Y-2085 did not dash the LC Gate No. ST-5 on 11-04-2012.    

7.     Now  appreciating  the  evidence  of  the  PWs  it  seems  that  PW-3  is  the  sole 
occurrence witness of the incident from the version of which it brings forth the fact that 
the said offending vehicle dashed with the south side gate barrier during its closing 
which was closed to road traffic. 

         Again the evidence of PW-1 the SI/RPF/GHY who reached the place of occurrence 
on receipt  of  the  information  from ASM/GC-6/GHY and seized the offending  vehicle 
found  at  the spot  in  presence  of  PW-2  the SSE/Signal/GHY and  PW-5 CT/RPF/GHY 
followed by joint verification of the gate by PW-2 and PW-6 the E.O. and further PW-6 
seized the broken gate barrier from PW-2 which was again returned back to the custody 
of PW-2 consolidated the version of PW-3 of the breaking of the gate barrier to which 
PW-4 the in-charge SSE/Signal/GHY lodged the FIR.

        Further PW-6 the E.O. of the case during enquiry collected the MVI report after 
examination of the vehicle which confirms that the vehicle was mechanically sound and 
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also gives the impression of the incident. The E.O. of the case also collected the SM’s 
dairy and XR Memo confirming the occurrence of the incident. Finally the confessional of 
the accused driver recorded by the E.O. of the case in course of enquiry left no doubts 
as to the commission of the offence as it has categorically corroborated the PWs.

8.   The accused person in his statement U/S 313 Cr.P.C denied the allegation submitting 
that he did not broke the gate barrier and the incident was caused by other vehicle as it 
was already in broken condition when he reached the gate. But he denied adducing any 
evidence in his favour.

       But a simple narration of facts without any cogent evidence will not absolve the 
accused from the allegation as made out by prosecution.

9.   The defense counsel in his argument pointed out that the accused person was 
innocent as it is quite evident from the version of the Gateman that the collision took 
place while the gate was not in closed condition as such offence committed do not come 
under the ambit of the said section. Further there are contradictions among the PWs 
which cast substantial doubt as to the case of prosecution also.

10.   Now coming to  the ingredients  of  the section 160(2)  Railways Act  as  per  the 
provision of which if any person breaks any gate or chain or barrier set up on either side  
of a level crossing which is closed to road traffic, he shall be liable for the offence. From 
the plain reading of the section it can be construed that the offender is strictly liable if  
he commits such act during the period when the gate is closed for road traffic. 

11.   From the evidence of the occurrence witness PW-3 it is quite clear that that the 
said vehicle dashed with the gate barrier while it was in the process of closing for road 
traffic. Considering the ingredients in the perspective of the circumstances of the case it 
seems that the closure till the opening of the gate is a process in which the complainant 
shows caution (signal light, hooter etc.) for stoppage of the traffic and thereafter the 
gate is considered to be closed for road traffic till the complete lifting of the both side 
barrier of the gate. Here though the said vehicle dashed with the gate barrier during the 
process of closing of the gate barrier it can not be considered to be opened for the 
movement of the road traffic. Also this section take into consideration the magnitude of  
damage in the event of the breaking of the gate barrier but though in this case incident 
occurred before passing of the train and during the closing of the gate barrier which 
casts  minimal  instances  of  high  magnitude  of  damage yet  the  accused  person has 
violated the provisions of law laid under the said section. 

       Finally the contradictions as brought out by defense among the PWs and absence 
of independent eye-witness in the circumstances of the case are not too fatal to brush 
aside the prosecution story.
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12.    From the above appraisal, appreciation of evidence on record and the application 
of law I find that the prosecution has been successful to prove the offence U/S 160(2) of 
the R.A. against the accused beyond all reasonable doubts.

                                                                  Order

13.   The accused person is convicted of the case U/S 160(2) R.A. Considering the 
nature and gravity of the offence I find no reason to release the accused on probation.

14.   Heard the accused person on the point of sentence. The accused person submitted 
that  he  is  very  poor  and  sole  earning  member  of  the  family  without  any  previous 
criminal instance. So he prayed for leniency.

15.   Considering the plea of the accused and circumstances of the case, I opt to take a  
lenient  approach  in  sentencing  the  accused  and  sentence  him  to  undergo  simple 
imprisonment (S.I.) for period of 1 (one) month and with compensation of Rs. 4000/- to 
be paid to the Railways Deptt. to mitigate the hardship and meet out the repairing cost  
of  damaged  boom,  signal  etc.  in  default  S.I.  for  another  40  days.  Period  already 
undergone in jail hazot shall be set off. 

16.   Seized materials are returned to the custodian.  

17.   Bail bond stands cancelled and bailor discharged of liabilities.

18.   Furnish free copy of judgment to the accused person.

19.   Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 23 rd of June 2017 at Guwahati. 

                                                                                  

                                                                               Sri Devojyoti Bhuyan, AJS

                Special Railway Magistrate,Guwahati
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Appendix of the CR case no. 142  c  /12  

          Prosecution Evidence (6 Nos.)

P.W.1 Sri Rakesh Kr. Singh.

P.W.2 Sri Rupeswar Bora.

P.W.3 Sri Purna Ch. Paikary.

P.W.4 Sri Dibakar Saikia.

P.W.5 Md. Ajbahar Ali.

P.W.6 Sri Binod Kr. Yadav.

Defence Evidence 

None.

Court Evidence 

None.

Documents Exhibited by Prosecution.

Exhibit 1 Complaint.

Exhibit 2 Seizure List.

Exhibit 3 Zimmanama of the Train Passing Register.

Exhibit 4 Seizure List of the Train Passing Register. 

Exhibit 5 Zimmanama of the Victimized Gate Barrier.

Exhibit 6 Seizure List of the Victimized Gate Barrier.

Exhibit 7 Joint Verification Report.

Exhibit 8 F.I.R.

Exhibit 9 Prosecution Report.

Exhibit 10 Confessional Statement of the accused.

Exhibit 11 Seizure List of XR Memo and SM’s Diary.

Exhibit 12 Zimmanama of XR Memo and SM’s Diary.

Exhibit 13 Sketch Map.

Exhibit 14 MVI Report.

Documents submitted by Defence.

None.
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